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SUMMARY
An analytical method is presented for calculat~ the hydro-
dynamic Impact loads and motions experienced by seaplqne fbats
end hulls with scalloped (fluted) bottoms. The analysis treats
vertical impact at zero trim in additIon to tinemore general problem
of the step impact of a seaplane at positive trim where the flight
path is oblique to the keel and _&othe water surface. Also consi~ered
are the approximations required to represen~ impacts into waves;.
The analysis, which 5.sapplicable,to flcats having cross sections
of eny shaye, considers that the flow about an immersing planing
bottom occurs large~? in transverse flow plenes which are normQ to
the keel. The equations of motion are written in”general terms and
require the determination of the virtual”water mass as a function of
the depth of penetration of the keel Into the flow planes. On the
be.sisof a simple modification of Wgn9rte expanding-plate emalogy,
equations are pi-esentedwhereby the section characte@ticsJ which
determine the vi~tual mass, may be calculated for any-given float
shape, “. .--’
,.
~’order to illustrate the applicability of the ane&is to
practical problems, time histories of the applied hydrodynamic load
have been calculated for specific impact conditions and are compared
with Lengley impact-basin test data obtatned in smooth and rough
water with a scalloped-bottom seaplane float which is representative
of current commercial and service types-
,,
,.
. ..“
INTRODUCTION
.’
“. .,. . .
Investigations c.cmduc~edby’the Na%ioi@J.A6.viso~yCommittee forb Aeronautics dining the past several years have indi,oated.that current
seaplane design specifications s&e tiade~uate Ad that more rational
,.
,.
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means are required for predicting hydrodyneMc loads, la order to
provide further Informaticm on the pro%lem of irrpactloads, an
snal.yticalend experimental research program is now in prowess at
the Langley impact basin, the theoretical“phaseof which has resulted
in the investigations.p~esented in references 1 and 2, which deal
primarily with V-bottom floats.
The present paper extends the general investigation to include
en analytical method for calculating the loads on scalloped-(fluted)
bottom floats, which is also applicable to floats and hulls of other
shqes. Interest in this problem was occasioned by failures in the
course of service operati~ of seaplane floats which had successfully
withstood static tests in excess of design requirements.
The analysts presents the equations governing the vertical
impact-of a float at zero trim in,addition to tho~e for the more
general problem of the step impact of a seaplane at positive trim
alpn.ga flight path incJ.3nedto the watet surface, The approxinxitions
necessary’to represent impacts into watiesare alao considered. The
equations of motim are written in general terms and require tie
determination of’the,section characteristics,whioh define the
variation of virtual mass with Qenetiation, for the float under
c0nf3ia63~ti0n.Based on a simple modification of Wagner’s expanding-
plate analogy, equattons are presented fran which the section
characteristicsmay be calculated ,forany given float shape.
In order to illustrate the degree of applicability of the method,
the results of calculations for several specific impact conditions are
presented in the form of hydrodynamic load-tire histaies emd are
compared with corresponding impact-basin test data obtained in smooth
and rough water with the float shown in figwe 1. This float, which
has a double scalloped bottcm and conventional lines, is repre-
sentative of current commercial and service t~es.
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wetted semiwidth
resultant force
acceleration due
at any station alq keel
to gravity
length of fore%ody
ototal mws of seaplane ‘rz
virtual Mss at any station
().i?nyactload factor - ~
longitudtial distance f’rcna
iriunersedyoint alcmg keel
time after contact
given flow plane to foremost
,.,
(0df dcexpansion ratio —- —d% dt
velocity 05 fbit
local fluid velocity
trenalational velocity of wave
total weight of seaplane
distance parallel ta keel
transverse distance from axis of symmetry
penetration of any cross section measured normal to keel
from undistmbed water mrface
horizontal distance
transverse distanoe from axis of symmetry (coincident. ‘
with q)
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D angle of dead rise
7 flight-path angle
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inmmrsion
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When a long narrow shape such as a keeled seaplane float or
flying-boat hull penetrates the m.rrf’aceof a-lar~e statj:onarybody
of water, the primary flow of the neighboring fluid tends to occur in
transverse planes (reference1) which are essentially perpendicular
to the length of the body, as contrasted with the lar~ely longitudinal
.
, -—
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flow in the case of high-aspect-ratio wings- In the present
analysis the flow planes in the water are considered fixed in space
and oriented normal to th6 cuds of the body, %he effects of end
lomes and longitudinal compontintsof flow being included as an
aspect-ratio correction. ~is approach simplifies the problem,
especially when the keel line of the float is not parallel to the
surface, since it yermits the flow in any given plane to be
considered a purely two-dimensional phenomenon independent of all
other flow planes.
The flov process within a particular ~lowpl~e begins when the
keel of the float passes thro~ the water surface end penetrates the
plane. At all tties thereafter, the momentum imparted to the water
in the plane is determined sololy by the increase ti the float cross-
sectional shape intersected%y the plan.3and may be expressed as the
product of the virtual mass ~ associated with the Wefised cross
section and the velocity of penetration into the @ne- In potential
flow the vlrtua; mass isdeterminedby the intersected float shape
and may thus be considered a function of the penetration ~ into the
flow plane,
When a seaplane contacts the water surface, the resfl*t velocity
is usu$lly oblique to.the keel. Thiis,in addition to the velocl~ of
penetration into the flow @lanes (normal to the keel), a longitudinal
veloct%y component of considerable magnitude will also usually exfst.
In a perfect fluid.,if the float 1s of constant cross section, motion
nwmal to a given flow pxe will not affect the growth of the
intersected cross section and its virtual mass. The momentum of the
fluid in a given plane thus dey3ndf3 only on the velocity of penetration
and is unaffected by motion of the float parallel to its axis. This
condition exists, however, only so long as the plane under consider-
ation remains in contact with the float. After the Gtep has passed
through a particu.l,arlow pl.ene,the intersected crom section ceases
to exist and tlne,planebecomes part of the dmmwash. In the absence
of gravity forces, the momentum in such a plane remains constant
thereafter= As a result, the force acting on the float is governed
by the growth of the imnersed shape and the motion normal to the keel,
while the total momentum lost by the float is distrilmted between the
water directly leneath the keel and the downwash behind the step.
On the basis of the foregoing application of’thg virtual-mass
concept, the following sections of the”analysis traat the vertical
immerson, at zero &h, of a float of constant cross section, in
addithn to the more general problem of impact at yositive trim along
a flight path inclined to tie water surface- In%oth casea the weight
of th~ seaplene is
considered are the
assumed to be balanced by the wing lift. Also
approximate transformations required to represent
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impacts into waves. The equations of motion presented have general
appl.ica’bilityto any float shape regardless of how the virtual -S
my be determined. A subsequent section of the analysis deals
specifically with methods for calculating the virtual mass for cross
sections of arbitrary shape.
.
.
.
, Impact Nozmal to the Water at Zero ‘IHm
The simplest impact problem is that of the ver*ical immersion of
a prismatic float when the keel is parallel to the water surface. If
n$r is the virtual mase in any flow pla.ne,the total virtual mass
is ~rt, except for end losses. I%om tests conducted with vibrating
plates, I?abst(reference 3) determined = end-loss correction to the
()
virtual mass. This factor maybe written 1 -~ , where A is the
asyect ratio. In the prment problem, since-the risultent velocity is
normal to the keel, the same flow planes ere in contact with the float
throughout--tieimpact process and the initial momentum of the float is
at all times distributed between the float end t-hewater directly
beneath. Therefore,
.
-f =
‘ +.;(+y’
2
The determination of
as well as the solution of
in a subsequent eectian.
‘w
the
end A as functions
equationa of motion,
—
(2)
of tie penetration,
will he discussed .
.
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Oblique @act at Positive Tkim
In en oblique impact along a flight path “inctied to the @cl,
because of the component of velocity parallel to the keel, the seine
flow planes are not slwayb in contact with the float. As a result
of the consequent loss of momentum to the downwash, the initial
momentum of the float canno~ be considered distributed solely between
the float and the water directly beneath the,keel, as was assumed”in
arriving at equations (1) and (2), which therefore apply only when
the resultant velocity is normal to the keel.
Figure 2 is a sell.ematicrepresentation of.tke oblique @act of
a seal.loped-bottm float at yositive trim. The motion of the float
may be referred to the coordinates ~, q$ an? ~, which are parallel
and normal to the keel, or to the coordinates x, y, and z, which
are parallel and normal to the water surface. The point where the
step firstjconticts the wat6r:surface is taken as tie origin of the
latter coordinate system. In figure 2, “( is the depth of penetration
of the keel (measured normal to tim’keel~from the undisturbed water
surface) into a given flow plane which is fixed in space. While ~
may be considered attached to the flow @ane, the dimension Es, on
the other hand; is ameasuro of the penetration of the step and moves
with the float. The draft at the step z is a projection of L5
normal io the water surface. In an oblique impact, therefore,
.. (3)
b any flow plane the virtual mhss is ~r. ~ the flow plane at the
step, the virtuaz mass is designated ~rs.
On a t~?o-dimensionalbasis, the momentum 5mparted to the fluid
in my flow plane is. ~.~tds. Differentiation of the momentum provides
thf3force contributed by a given plane:
(4)
,Fora keeled float at positive trim, if the small effect of the
l scallops on the aspect ratio is ne~ected, A i,sconstant during the
impactand eq”ualto tan ~/tanT, where p isthe average dead-rise
qngle (fig. 2), GO that tie aspect-ratio correction factor is( )l- --==---2teaf3 Integrating along the length gives the total force
lWK!ATN NO. 1363
,
where
1 (, -talT)K.——.—— -—1tiT 2tanp
(5)
. .
During the impact the trim sn@e and the wing lAft are assumed
essentially constant, the latt9r being equal to the weight of the
sea@ane W. Therefore, application of Newton rs &eCond law yieIds
For a float of constant cross section,
. .
Thus, the equation of motion
-.+
.-t =
may be written
*> .,.
(7)
. .
.
#
.
.
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Since, for a prismatic float immersing in a frictionlees fluid,
the reaction in e,achfl& plane is normal to the keel, the total force
is normal to the,keel. As a result, there is no longitudinal
acceleration and the velocity component parallel to the keel & is
at all times constant and equal to its initial magnitude Vp. Thus,
differentiating equation (3)gives
(8)
APPXY% equations (3) fid (8) permits equation (’7)to be re-
written as follows:
.
Integrating equation (9) and substituting the relationship between ~
and ~8 gives
. . . . .
and
..
where
v
P
,,
t%ll T
(lo)
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For convenience in comparing the theoretical restiltswith
experimental data obtained in laboratory testing, the for6goi.ng
equations’may be rewritten in terms of tie coordinates relative
to the wat.emsurface. l!%omfigme 2 it canbe readily seen that
. . .
~=*sin7+ Aces T (U)
=V
P
=v~o Cos T -4VV sin T
o
.
Co@inl~ equations (11)
where
., Differentiating
and (E!)gives
?=~+%
COGT
K1 =V. t@.lT
(
= Vh ‘~votan T
)
sillT
o
equation (13)gives ..-
.
(13)
.
.
(14)
Substituting equations (13)and(1.4.)inequation (7)yields
(*+KICOST
-Y= )2 %?.
.osTf.!.i /$%. .C)
(1~)
L.
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and equation (10) may ‘be~itten
XL
(16)
where
(w =K1.COST 1 “1—-.~vo + 1<1COST ;+~l COST“)
Under certain contact conditions the penetration of the float
may become sufficiently great to require the determination of the
effect of chine immersion on the later stages of the time history.
The foregoin~ equations are valid thro~hout the impact process and
are equally a@icable after the chines have become submerged.
As the float penetrates a patitic.ularflowplane the virtual mass
increases until the chines reach the water surface, after which the
virtual maEEsmay be assumed to remain constant end equal to its
me.gnltudeat the time of chine immersion. Thus, after chine
immersion has occurred.the preceding equati?ns may be applied with
the follo~~ substitutions:
and
Appendix A contains workin~ equations $or the two.types of
impact: treated in the preceding enalysis in a form directly suitable
for coinputation, The determination of the virtual mass is based on
a method presented in a subsequent section of the report, which is
applicable to float crosa:sections of any shape.
.. >
.
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Impact In Rough Water
As a first approach toward the caloulatlon of hydrodynamic loads
in seaway, the preceding analysis may be applied to roughwater impacts
If the initial conditions are defined relative to the wave surface.
For ~rocholdal waves with large length-anpli.tuderatio, the wave
pfif$le may be simulatedby an inclined plane tahgent to the surface
at the po~nt of contact, which serves as the effective frame of
reference for the foregoing equat;ona.
The preceding assumpticms fail to consider the internal orbital
velocities and displacements of the fluid particles within the wave
and we therefore approximate. At beet, the procedure should be
applied only to impaots where the float contacts the wave about half
way between trough and crest for those oases where the trim is eqwl
to or greater than the slope of the wave.
The initial effective horizontal velocity (pmallel to wave
slope) is given
and the initial
is
‘heo = kho + ‘T)‘Ose-‘Vo‘h e (3.8)
effective vertical velocity (normal to wave slope)
where Vw 1s the translational velocity of the wave md El b the
angle of tie wave slope with the horizontal. The
relative to the wave is
Te=T-e
witi the effective initial c~dftions Vheo)
replqcing the smooth-water conditions
‘hos ‘vo)
equations of motion may be considered to apply to
‘withinthe mstricttens noted.
effective trim
(20]
md T, the foregoing
impacts into wavea
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For comparison with experimental data representing the actual
vertical mo$hn of the seaplane, the effective.magnitudes of the
vertical displacement
‘el vertical velocity Ze, and vertical
acceleration E~ calculated %y application of the foregoing
equations ma~ be converted to the corresyond~ components relative
to the true vertical axis by the relationships
z ( )[ )=Vt+ Ze-Vvet V&ZI’Te-@ COSe (21)Vo.. o“ ‘,
and
Y (=Hel )‘hllTe*e COSe
(22)
(23)
Detei.Wmvtion of the Virtual Mass
The preceding equations“ofmotion hbve been ~m’ittenin gjeneral
terms and are applicable to any flost shape; however, before practical
impact solutions can be obtained for a specific float, the virtual
mas~ of the cross-sectional shape under investigation must be
iietermine~as a function of the penetration. Because of a number “
of mathematical obstacles, a rigorous determination of the flow about
such imnersiqj shapes i.squits difficult and general solutions have.
not been obtained.
In the syecific case of the V-bottan, where’tie imnersed cross-
.sec’tionalshapes in a ‘givenflow plene are always similar and the flow
patterns at different de~rees o: penetration may be considered models .
of each o-tier,tbe virtual mnss can be determined from the res~ts of
an iterative solution
%
e by Wq_mr (reference 4) to calculate the
force on a V-shape of 1 dead riseizmnersi.ngwith constant velocity)
The results for the
dead-rise angles by
.“
?.
., .,
.,
particular ca~e of 18°were extended to other
the equation
.
14
The virttil mass corresponding
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to th$e equation may be evaluated
quite simply by recognizi~ ‘&at, For conwban~-velocitq-penetratl.m,
the force is due solely to the increase in virtual mass accompanying
the e~.Evging flow pattern and, according to equation (4),is given
by p+,’ By equating I-agner’sforce equation with the quantity
NW and integrating, the corresp&di~ virtual mass for tie V-shape
is found to be (:.)’ #f.
In reference 1 a comparison of this value with planing data for
V-bottom floats having different dead-rise augles indicated that an
empirical factor of O.& should be applied ta the virtual mass.
The Introduction of this factor gives a modified value for the
virtual mass
()npo. tk? $“ls~.f ““ (24)
Applyi~ equation (24) therefore permits the force on a two-
dlrnensionalV-shape immers~”witi’ variable velocity to be
detemnirmd, as
.
,
(25)
In the case of more complicated cross sections, however, such
as those of scalloped bottoms or floats with chine flare, the immersed
shape in any flow plane may vary quite irregularly with penetration,
therehy preclud~ the use of equation (24) for the determination of
the virtual mass. In view of the present lack of a more exact solution
for the flow about hners.ing curved or scalloyed cross sections, the
expanding-plate analogy proposed by Wa.gnerin references (4) and (5)
maybe applied. This approximation assmes that-the momentum of tie
fluid distur%ed%y an immersing shape is equal to that of the fluid
on ane side of em expandi~ plate in sulnnergodmotion having the
same velocity as the immersing shape.
The substitution of a flat plate of varying width for the actual
shape is based on the concept that the primry distwrbmce of the
fluid about an immwsing form takes place in the inmmdiate vicinity
of the surface end is due largely to the expansion of the wetted width.
,
..
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Thus, the virtual mass of em immeretng
equal to half the value for a plate in
%’=$
15
cross section may be taken
sulxnergedmotion; namely,
(26)
where c is the semiwidth of the effeotive plate.
On this basis the problem beoomes one of determining how the
effective width of the plate varies as the actual cross section
tmerses. This variation maybe considered one of the section
characteristics of a given ,floatshape.
~alculation of section characters tics.- Early attempts to
approximate the virtual mass of V-shapes did not consider that the
water rises along the sides of an imuqrsing body above the level of
the original surface and simply assumed that the width of the
eqtiivalentplate was equal to the width of the actual cross section
in the plane of the undisturbed water surface. In impact calculations,
neglect of the rise’in determining the virtual mass may lead to
erroneous resul@, especially in the case of scalloped bottoms or
floats with reflexed chines where, under certain conditions, infinite
loads may be predicted on the basis of this assumption.
In order to consider the increase in wetted width arising #’rem
“tiedisturbance of the free surface by the penetration, it maybe
assumed, as in references 4 and ~, that the fluid puticles at the
surface move vertically upwerd and, differences in elevation being
neglected, that the velocity distribution at the surface corresponds
to that in the,plane of a flat plate In submerged motion. By
integration of the distributed velocities, the equation of the free
svrface, the rise of the water in the vicinity of the immersing shape,
emd the resulting wetted width may be determined. Because of the
simplifying assumptions involved in this procedure, the calculated
variation of wetted width with penetration may be improved by the
application of a simple modification subsequently discussed.
On the basis of the foregoing,concepts, the equations for
.. determining the section characteristics are derived by considering
the increase in wetted width in a given flow pl.knedue to the
disturbance of tie free surface. Figure 3 is a schematic representation
of a scalloped cross section in the process of immersion. The general
equations governi~ the entire immersion process may be derived by
considering the situation at some time after the sister keelson has
become submerged.
.,
,. ,’
!“. ., ,.
.,
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The wetted semlwidth (determinedby the htersectlon of the
disturbed free surface end the cross section) is denoted by c. The
local.vertical velooity v, relative to the float, of a p=ticle in
the free surface at a tiiakce rI ~c from the.~s
given in terms of the velocity of penetraticm C by
for the velocity distribution in the plane of a flat
i,
v=
,{
—. .-
~2
1 .—
72,
,..,.
“.
of Symmetxy 3.0
the equation
plate:
(27)
At any instant after initial contact the vertical ldisplacement
of the particle fromthe keel Is C(% t}’ (See fig. 3.) At the
Irmtant of immersion of the sister keelson the displacement
.. At any later”time, therefore, the rise of the free.iS @, tsk)“
surface fropi the keel is @iven by .
!
Equation (28) ’maybe eyaluated by considering c
vsxia~le; thus
,,
..
. .
,,... ,,. — .r. —
,. (28)
the Independent
(28$3)
c d~
and expanding the ratio - = — =
,
U(C} as a power series gives
.,.
dc/dt dC .,,,.
,,,
.,
. .
bl”;b2c +b3c2 +b4c3+b5c4+o .’.”:”u(c) = (29)
‘
.
.
The expansion is carried to five teme in order to provide sufficient
accuracy for typical float cross sections.
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Substituting equation
results in the equation of
17
(29) into equation (28a) ami integrating
the”””fl%esurface wi~ reference to tie keel:
,.
[
(72 ,-~2)3/*+ bhq
1
- # fq~
,3
-?[c-(c’+%)-.$sin:’.:1
“11”
c
i-. . . (30)
Csk
At the float contour c = ~; therefore, evaluat~ equation (~0)
between the limits and substituting gives the displacement from the
keel of the intersection of the free surface and the cross section:
;;4c~2 $-. (C2-@c2)3’~ ““
.
the system of equat~ons fomed by the substitution
the coordinates h) t(clb C2, @2); ... . of
“ (31)
by the solution of
in equation (31) of
several points
chosen
may be
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on the contour of the scallop. This system of equations
conveniently written in the matrix no%ti.on
‘B11B12 ’13 “ “ ““’ 1‘Bli
B21B22~23 l s o l B2n
’31’32’33 l * “““‘3rk‘
. ..*** . . ...* I
,Bu B@ Bm3 .“. . . Bw
_l
where
[
2
Ci
‘i3 = Ci. ‘2-
[
Bi4 = Ci Ci2
bl-
b2
b3
.
bn
.-
[A((c)]m
J
.-
&F+-
.
.
and S0 forth, and
. .
The coefficients determined by the solution of equation {32) allow
the calculation of u(c) %y equation ($?99. I&cm the definition
.
.
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of u’(c), the relationship Wlxeen the &ne@”ation of & ctiss .
section ~ ,(Msteme be+ween keel end undisturbe~ water level at
infinity) and the wet~d Math is gtven by ~ . . ,. . .. .
from which the section charti~stics may be computed.
The preceding.derivation is g&eral and applies to any given
sca~op regardless of the shqe Or the number of discontinuities
cc$n~ising tie cross section. Befo~ the section cbarac@ristics
C8Zlbe calcuWted for ‘theimnersim of ‘a@ven fiteaati SCa110p2
however, the free surface existing at the tistant of tiitial pene-
tration of that scaU.op must he determined by” application of the’
.
. foregoing equations to.iiheprgm.edingqcallop.
For exsm@e,. in the ‘&se of a second scallop the quanti-
b ties ~~i, t~k) and ~sk must be,respectively,de.t.emminedfor *
time of sistep keelson immersion from equations (30) and (33) applied
to the first scallop. This solution in turn requires the, evaluation
of the coefficients for the first scallop, a “yroced&e which is very
simple since tie water surface is initially flat and ~(ci, to’)eq~ls
. .
zero. ‘ .,
.
For convenience lriapplication, append~ B con&ins wmk~ “ “
. .. .
equatima from which tie sectzlonc~actefistics may be dtimt~ -
C8MUla-bed for each scallop cf a douljle -sdalloped f lost. The eqm~i.ons
for determining the secticm clmmcteristica of the first scallop are
similarly applicable to float bottms having chine f J.are and no
discontinuities between keel end chine.
l
Theunmodifiedcurvesh figures4 and5 z%p&esent the secticm
chamcteristlcs calculated for the cross secticm ‘(station SF) at the
S*P of a conventional sc~loped-bottm f lost, the shape of which has
been determined from table I d figure 1 and is also shown in .’
. figure k. The section charac&istics c~~yted by the forbgo~
. procedure my$ be @proved by tie incorporation” of a simple modif ioation.
. . ,.,
. .
.,
ii?loa ionof J&$&&@ cll~t .- Beoause of the
con@exity of an e22iot soluttcm for the flow about an imersimg
irregular shape suoh as a eo&U.qped bottom in the .vloinWy of a
free stiace, the seotlon oharactiristics have ,@3en approximated by
employihg Wagner’s expanMng-ptite analogy. In tii’ewof tie ,
simplif yiW assumptions involved in this mtimd, the oaloul.ated.
results may be Iqprwed by the introduction of a ei.@e mdifiQatkm
which results from a coqpampn of the, virtual .ztmsscal.oulatad by
appl.ioation of tie f lat-p~+ qnalogy to the case of the V-’ottxxn
wltb the value given by the prev@s3.y mntfoned empiric&L
correction of the results of Wagner 8s it6rative solution for the
same 08s0.
,.
It ‘baa be6n previousW pointed out that calculations baaed on
. .
*
a value of the virtual mass eqpal to O. Q?,. ($- ,)’ JE~ hav:o
@.ven substazrtial egieement with tests of a V-bottom float of 2%. .
angle of dead rise (refemenoe 1). If thie quantity iS inte~~ted
2
to corrgxjpmd with the virtual mass ~ on one side of an
2
effective plate of width 2c, the relationship between the semitid.th
.of the plate’ and the penelmatlon of the V-shape is given .~
““ ~(:+t., ‘“by, !0 = o.&
,,.
On the other hap.d, the application to the V-bottcm of the flat-
pla~ analogy eqployed herein results in a somewhat cliff erent—
vartation of width with penetmtion; namely,
( )
c=.:cotj3& mw,
for a @ven wetted width the penetiat on oaloul.a~ by tie flat-
16zE 1* - 1) ‘
plate anhlogy for a V-shape is times that obtained
from. the empirical correction of the iterative solution. . .,.
Inthecase ofanirre@Ax
,.
orosa sectim su~h a& @at of a
mALlop@-bottam float, the modification reqtired to correct
properly the seclzlcm characteristics calculated %Y application of
the f I&t-plate analogy is obvtmsly a variable depending cm the
13hapeand penetration. ~ view of the ~eeent lack of’ a ?mre exact ‘
procedure, howsver, it is suggested that the preceding ratio he .
applied as a first approximation, at least until further refinenwnts
. .
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can I&I effec~d in We method. The previously, caicula.ted curves
of ~ aud u(c) against o therefore have been modified in
accordance with the relation
\ (34)
where p is taken as the average dead-rise angle (f3g. 2). The
factor =, which haB been omitted t’romthe madifioation, is
included as part of me of the constants in tie equations of motian
(ap@ndix B). The modified section characteristics for the
soalloped -bottom float investigated are presented in figures k and 5.
Br applicaticm of the re~ticmshlp between the vMual mass and
the width of the equivalent plate (equaticm (26)],the modified section
characteristics for a partloular float can be used wtth figure 6
and the equations of moticm given in appendix B to calculate time
histories of the hydro@namic loads and motions experienced by the
seaplane for as meny impact conditions as may be desired.
AmmmmTY m biImIzt0,w5
. . .
W view of the fact =t the present analysis considers a float
of oonstant cress section, the.yw may be scam question as to the effects .
of the pulled~p bow and afterbody h appl.ioaticms to cauventional
floats. Although the lon@tud2nal warping of the float may be
taken into account by more coqlioatid equations, it appears that,
stnce ccmveqtional floats and hulls. are essentMU.y prismatio for a
mnsiderable distance forwsztl of the step, the bQw will not cause
WY ~or~t deviation of the loais frcun those calculated on the
basis of constant cross section for normal impacts at positive
trim (reference 2).
The ~terbcdy, on tie other hand, my exert a nmch more
pronounced influence on tW motion of the seaplane, particularly
h laboratory testing where, as is sometinm the ease, the trim of
the model nW be fixed at very high positive angles. Under such .
ccmdittons th load is talcenalmost entirely by the afterbody while
the forelmdy may not become inmersed to any appreciable degree until
after the meximm acceleration has been attained. At the lower trims
associated wlti stip impacts, on the other hand, the depth of stip,
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the kee> engle~ of the afterbody, and the relatively high longitudinal “
velocity apparently combine to shield the afterbody so that it
carries very little load in comparison wi,ththe forebdy.
Sim.tlarl,yiin flight impacts, even though the”l~ding approach mqy
be made at high trim, the initial ccintactaft of the step ~enerall.y ,
results in a downward pitching of the seaplane to the extent that -
the main impact occurs at reduced trim and co~esponds to a forelmdy
impact, The equatlcxm presented may thus be considered to represent
approximate~, free-fli@t Impacts at high trim if the initial
conditions W% taken to correspond with
the main impact.
COMPARL50N WITH 7.T!JSTDATA
For the purpose of compwi~on with
those at the beginning of
AND DISCUSSION
experiment, motion tires ‘
histories have been calc~a-tid for several-sets of-initial conditions
corres~ontlingto impact-basin landing tests in smooth emd’rough
water of a full size scalloped-bottomfloat. Reference 6 describes
the Lsz@ey impact basin’snd its equi~ent. The all-mete.lservice
float used-in these tests has underwater lines (see table I &d
fig. 1) very similar to those otrepresentative service and
commercial types. In all cases, the complete float, including after-
bcdy, was tested at fixed trim wi%h a dropplngweight.of 13~ pounds. . ‘
Wing lift was simulatedby the action of a ~eumati.c cylinder,.which
was designed to apply a constant upward force to the float equal to
the dropping weight.
.,
Figures 7 to 14-present comparisons betwee~’calculated and
measured time histories for various impact conditions. In the
figures the accelerations have been converted to hn~ct-load
factor niv in multiples of the acceleration of gravity. ,.
In figure 7 the calculated and experimental variations of lo%
with time are shown for an impact normal to the water surface at
!zerotrhn. In this case the test data were’obtained by means of &
dynamometer truss having en,est@ated natural frequency of the order
of I.00 cycles per second. The calculations were based mthe modified
section characteristics ~resented in figures 4 end 5 and employed an
average forebody length of 6 feet to take into account the longitudinal
cvrvature in the bow region. .
Since vertical..drop at zero trim is the closest’ practical
approximation of a two-dinkm.si.onal impact and does not involve the
loss Of momentumto the downwashj the egreement between the theoretical
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and experimental timehlstories for this case may be considered a
direct indication of the accuracy with which the virtual mass has
been detemined. In f@ure 7 the comparison indicates substantial
agreement throughout most of the time history an~ shows the very
sharp increase in load as the sister keelson penetrates the surface
and a second peak of lesser magnitude at the instant of chine
imunersi,cn. An unexplained irregularity of the oscillograph record,
however, indicated a fluctuation at t = 0.045 seconds which is”
not predicted by the theory.
Fi@u?es8 end9 present time histories for an oblique impact
in smoth water at 3° trim. The experimental data for this
condition, as well as for all other oblique impacts presented, were
obtained by means of an NACA accelerometer having a natural frequency
of 21 cycles per second. Although tie comparison in figure 8 shows
good agreement duri~ the early stages of the impact, the acceler-
ometer indicated a continuing increase in load beyond the theoretical
peak. ,
Although the respbnse o~ the accelerometer to”the calculated
impulse hae not been evaluated, at least some.of the overshoot is .
believed due te instrument error or local vibration. A comparison
in figure 9 of tie displacement and velocity time histories,
measured independently by means of a variable resistance slide wire,
shows good e@reement”between the calculated and experimental tl.me
histories.
In an attempt to evaluate the accelerometer record further, the
measured acceleration time history was integrated mechanically and
the veloclty variation tiresobtained was compeo?edwith the calculated
velocity time history and that ~asured by tie slide wire. The
comparison showed that the three veloclty variations agreed very well.
up to the time when the accelerometer record deviated from the
theoretical accele%attons but that after this time the velocity
curve derived from the acceleromder record indicated a more rapid
decrease in velocity then those .shown by tie-theoretical end measured
velocity time histories. On the basis of this comparison i! appears
that the peak accelerometer readings were high and that the actual
accelerations were closer to &ose predicted by the analysis.
In figure 10, a comparison of the acceleration time histories
oorrespondi~ to an impact in smooth water at 7° @im and medium -
flight.-path angle indicates fairly good agreement between the
calculated and measured .lWds during tlie impact. The theoretical
curve closely follows the accelerometer record antiboth exhibit the
slowly rising load during the initial stages of the impact, the rapid
increase just before immersion of the sister keelson, the reduction
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in the rate of increase of load as &o outer scallop becomes immersed,
the occurrence of maxj.mumload at the ttie of chine immersicm, and
the steady decrease in 10W5 accompanyin~ ~ther penetia.tion.
A similar comparison is presentid,In figure 11.for another
smooth-watFr impact at 7° trim but at lower flight-path emgle. .The
agreonent is fairly gocd except in the region of maximum acceleration
where the experimental,d.ataindicate a sudden droy h load which is
not predicted by the theory. Although the behavior of the float
denoted by the accelerometer in this regicm %?ouldaPY.Q?!g@ .!?9..
unl.ikelyjbecause of experimental inaccuracies: the source of the —.—___.._
aiscreyency cennot be defjni.telydetermined at tho present time.
Time histories which have been calculated for two conditions
correspondin~ to impacts inla waves are ccmpe.redwith experiment--h
flgurea 1.2=d 13. In both cases the wave length waE 60 feet and
the wave height was,2 feet. Figure 12, which presentx data
corresponding to en impact-at 10o trim, shows a~isingly good
agreement with experiment, ineamuch a~ the.assumptions involved in
the analysis consider the surface of the wave to be aimti~ted by en
inclined p@ne. In-fQ&re 13,which re~resents a rou@ -water ~mpact
at 7°, trim, the agreement is rich ‘quite--as good beyond the tdme of
maximumacceleration.
Iu order t-otillustratethe manner ti.which seaway may affect
the applied loads, the calculated and experimental aa- of figures 11
and 13 are combined in figure 1~~. The two tire hietorie~ shown
represqnt Impacts made in smooth md ro~h water under similar
approa~h.conditio-. and indioate that for the specific “conditions
presented the,maxirmun.load“tirough water wtissom—tihatmore than
three time~ as great ~sthat encountered in the correspmd,ing smooth-
wate~ lemdin~. ~the~more, ma time required for the load to reach
a maximum after ,cante,ct-waeabout twi~e as great in smooth water as in
the particular oeaway cond.iticmsconeiderod.
Since the calculated re~ult-sare based on a prismatic forebody,
the comparisowq with experimental data may be ta!sen to indicate that,
fcr conventional float -configurations, the warpiiig of the how i.s
not impcrte.nt and that the effect of’ the sfterbody is :small within
the range of.. trim angles believed to le representative of the main
f.or,ebody impact in flight landl.ngs.
,,
,Zn conn~ction’with tile, behs.vior of the float durti the later
stages IOf’the Impact, a further examination of the time-histories
indicates that the measured reducticn.in load after chine i?.mnersim
occurred seems .tabe more rapid.thanthat-.indicated”by the theory.
While ,tieanalysis .incorpore.tedthe simplifying assmnpticm that
..
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after’.thechine peneima~s a ,gimn.fiOw:pl&e the virtual.As in
the plane remains constant smd equal’ to its &gnitude at t$e ~temt
of chine” jmmersion, additional study may lead to a mme rigorouq .
method for treating such immer~ion beyond”the chine.
Althou@ it has been pointed out that tie local rise of tie
water should be considered in calculating the virtual mass, use ,of
the geometiic shape of the floatmay suggest itselfasan approximation
for the calculated section characteristics: Time histories,which
have been computed on this basis axe presented ~ fQures.12 and 13
where they are designated ‘ho rise” iq order to distinguish them
from the solutions previously discussed which are labeled “rise”.
Although no lsrge discrepancies exist dur~ the early stages of
the impact, appreciable differences between the calculated results are
apparent after immersion of the eister keelson. l?orother conditions,
even greater differences may be encountered. At zero trim, for
instance, because of the instantaneous expansion of the intersected
width, the assumption of a flat water surface (no rise} leads to the
calculation of jnfinite loads on the float.
~ view of the fact that present information is not sufficient
to mrmit the determination of the conditions and shapes for which
the-rise may be safely neglected,
of the section chsractiristics is
interest ta calculate a number of
the additional effo~t required to
should not he a serious drawback.
,
it would appear Ma% the calculation
desirable. Since it is usually of
impact conditions for a given float,
obtain the section characteristics
CONCLUSIONS
An analysis was made to determine the hydrodynamic fmpact loads .
experienced by scalloped-bottom seaplanes in smooth and rough water.
Although the sgreemont-of the calculated results with specific test
data is encouraging, a qusntitatj.veassessment of the method must
necessarily be restricted by the very limited experimental data
available. From such information it appears that:
1. On the basis of the analysis, which assumes that the
primary flow occurs in tmensverse plaes ~d that the virtual mass
in any flow plane is determined by the modified secticm characteristics,
a fairly good representation of the load-time variation during
immersion may be calculated for vertical impacts at zero trj..m,as
well as for the more general case of impacts at positive trim along
flight paths inclined to the keel md ta the water surface.
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2. The’&alysis may be applied to approxi~–b impacts In rough
water %F.%he initial cond3.tions we taken relativ”e to the wave elope.
3. For conventional float configuratlcms no serious discrepancies
are introduced by neglect~g the warped bow and considering the float
to have constant cross section.
.+
h.” For the triangles whi’oh me belleve& to be rejyesentative
of the main foreboi@ impact in flight laridkngs the efterbody seems
, @ have little effect on the loads.
Langley Memorial Aeronautical @boratory
National Advisory Comnittee for Aeronautics
Langley Field, Vs., April 16,1947
.’.
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APPENDIX A
WORKING EQUY210NS FOR CALCUL4T~G SECTION CHM3ACT!ERISTICS
The section characteristics,which determine the veriati~”of
27
the virtual mase with penetrati& into a
calculated for any arbitrary float shape
equations:
First scallop:
given flow plane, may be
by means of the fol~owin~ ..
.
co-jUc 2 3 4=a1+~~+a3c+akc +a5c +...tier (Al)
(A2)
the system of equations ;epresezxtedby
-., . .
’11 ‘%2 ’13 “ ““ “ i “A&-
’21’22’23 s “ “ “%n
’31’32 .*33 “ l l ‘ ‘3n
l *.... . . . . . .
A
ml Arl@Aln3””””~ .-
. . .‘..,
(Aj)
. ‘.
!“. .‘,. .- :.
..
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where
l
z Ci*L1= 2 —-
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=.
and Ci, ~(ci) are the coordinates of pol.ntschosen on the contour
of the inner scalloy.
The precediW3 eqwtd.- We also applicable b floats and hulls
havin~ no Mscontinuities between the keel end chine.
Second scalloy:
D( il
4
ua 2 +b4c~+b c + l l c
(Ak)
-oU-&Jr‘.“1 * bec + bsc 5
‘d tch
cI 32 (C2 . a,k2)”,+,$ (.3‘- c=k3)= ~~k + bl(c - ask) + ~L,k
3(c5-c*g) +...+ jg- (c4 “ ~~k4) + *
where
(A5)
C2 3 4Csk
5
~sk
Csk Csk
‘alcsk+%?~
—— + a4 -~’--+ a5 ~ +..*
‘a3 3
.,,
..-’
~ where
i
11B12 ’13 l
‘21B22 ‘2,3l
B31’32’33 “
l *.... .
:ml%Q %3 l
29 “
bp>””” are obtained by the solution
represented by
.
1[’
‘. Bh b“l.
. . B2n b2
l . 133nI ~q.
,“ 1[-
. . . . . ,
. . Bm bn
(A6)
‘u? = Ci IFzF
.*
,.
.
. . .
.
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and
.
+
_ f(c~) we theand C+,
of the outer scallop. -
The same method may
.
(
2
)
2 3/2
Ci - Csk
iCi - cake +
23
+ akci - c~
3.
.,![cBk;c--;2 .;)
3C14
I
sin-l %&
+.. .
2 c~
..I
coordlnatas of points chosen on the contour
he applied to obtain similar equations for
floats with anynuxdber of scallopsor discontinuities by determining
the shape of the free surface at the instant of initial pene-tlon of
the scallop in question from the coefficients for the scallop
imediabl~ preceding-
The sectian characteristics calculated by application of the
preceding equaticms may be modified in accordance with the relatia
;Cotp.
Lm&=—[ “
-1 Calc
2%
as previously digcussed. The factor ~, which has
from the modification, is included, as part of one of
in me equations ofmot~on (apTen~B)”
(A7) ““-
been omitted
the cons*ts
.
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APPENDIX B I
WORI~G-lZQUATIONS OF MOTION
Before particular solutions
loads and motions,experienced by
ccmdithns, the modified section
are undertaken to calculate.the
a specific float for given impact
ch~acteristics must %e determined
by means of the equations presented in appendix A. The section
characteristics are properties of the float and may therefore W
applied to the calculation of time-history solutions for aa many
impact conditions as may be desired.
On the basis of the flat-plate analogy
(Bl}
.,
where cc(~)~m~ is determined from the calculated section
characteristics as modified in accordance with equation (A7). The
factor 0.82 is the empirical correction determined by refer~nce 1
which has been omitted from the modification and is included instead
as a constant in the equaticms of motion.
Differentiating equation (31)
c(01In the equations which follow, c L(c)Iand ‘u willmod mod
be referred to as c
-act
and u, respectively.
Normal to the Water at Zero Trim
-.
. . .
At zero trim the.wetted area of the float in the plane of the
water suface is recixmgula.r;therefore,
,
A=~
2C
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and
Fquatlons ~f motion.- If the foregoing expressions for the
virtual mass and the aspect ratio are incorporated~ the equations
of motion (1) and (2) for an Impact norml to the water at zero
trim~ be written as
and
where
K-j@ -3C)C
-t” - ~
1 1
2
Mul+ -#2 -C)C2
(B3)
(B4)
.
.:,
Time-history solution.- After the modified section character-
istics have been calculated for the float under considerationby
means of the equations of a~endix A, specific time-history solutions
of the variables may be obtained without recourse to step-by-step
methods by the following procedure:
(l), Calculate the cons@nts from the ~itial$onditions.
< .(2) substitute successive axbitmmy value of the velocity
~ = go into equation (B3) to calculate the corresponding values
of c: For any vaue of c tie
by the section characteristics.
(3) With the values of the
solve equation (B4) for ~.
magnitudes of ~ and u we fixed
variab~es calculated in step 2,
.
.
.
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. .
. (4) Calculate a sufficient nmber of simultaneous values of
displacement, velocity, em.dacceleration to define the motion
during the impact. (After some experience has been attained in
selecting the velocities, only a relatively small number of points
need he computed for each solution.)
,.
(5) Integrate the %riation of 1/! with I to obtain the
time after contact at which .eachcombination of the variables occurs.
,, Oblique Impact at Positive Trim
mu ations of motion.- For the more general pro%le~of.a step
impact at ~ositive trim along an oblique flight path, incorporation
of tie foregoing expression for the virtual mass into equations (15)
and (16) leads to the following equaticms of motion:
.’
(B5)
and
where
,,.
.,
.
‘=&c,-,$&i)~
K
,(
=’ V.. - Vv
1 )
tin T si.nT
o 0
‘plr‘
‘2 = o.& ~
,,.
,:
K3 d(&\ ,.
[
l.l=~cos T 1’” - 1.
v + K1 COST
1 “..
g+~COST “ ‘ .
‘o . . . .
.
. ..’
,.
. . . .
.,, ,.
. .
.,
,,,
,,, .< -
,.
.,
,., ,. ,-
.,
,. .
,. ,1..’,.. : ‘... .
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After chine immersion has occurred,
,.
Cs = cs~h @7)
,:
N me-histoN solutim. - I!orthe general case of impacts at
pcsitive trim, It is notrmcessary to.comyute u since the only
section characteristicsrequired are the.variation of C8 with ~~
/
!!B..
‘and”aplot of cs2 ~s’agai.nsi “;s (see fi~. 6): “After the
6“
..
section characteristicshave been calculated for a particular float,
time-history solutions may be obtained for as msmy impact conditj.ans
as may be desired by a Trot.eduresimilar to tlwt-previously discussed:
(1) Calculate the constants from tie initial conditions.
(2) Substitute successive arbitrary values of the velocity
& ~T
/
‘igs
V. into equation (B6), solve for the value of C.2 dcs)
and obtain tie correspond% magnitudes of cs end is f~om the
,.
,“
curves.
1
‘ch
A calculated value of the integrslgreater than ‘s2 d~~
indicates that the velocity substituted corresponds to a time after
chine imersion has occurred and requires the suhtitqtion of (B7)
..
anti (B8) in equation (%). After’chine immersion
.
a constsnt and ~s may be cmlculate”ddirectly from
(4) With the va&ia%les calculated above, solve equation (B5)
for 2. ..,. ,
(5) Af~r a s~ficientn~er Of stilkeous values of displace-
ment, velocity, and acceleration to define the motion during the impact
have been .calctiated,
obtain the time after
variables occurs.
integrate the variation of 1/5 with- z to -
contact-at which each combination of the
. NACA TN No. 1363
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